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Abstra t
This paper des ribes an approa h for reating highresolution video panoramas of large-s ale sport events.
In an exemplary football s enario, we used two ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital ameras to apture both
sides of the playing eld as well as large parts of the
stands. From the re orded left and right view images,
we reated a joint panorami view with a resolution of
5016x1400 pel (5k) using sophisti ated image pro essing
algorithms. These highly immersive football panoramas
were s reened with our modular, high-resolution multiproje tion system during the FIFA World Cup 2006 in
a 600 seat CinemaxX movie theater in Berlin providing the viewers with the feeling of a tually wat hing the
game from a good seat on the stands.

1. Introdu tion
Attending a live event, be it a musi al on ert, a
theatri al performan e, or a football mat h, is undeniably one of the most ex iting ways to appre iate any
entertainment [17℄. In order to bring the powerful experien e of `being there' also to those users who are
not able to parti ipate, immersive media must be able
to reprodu e the psy hologi al and physi al ues that
an observer is using to feel `present' in the real world.
Su h ues in lude, amoung others, high-quality, highresolution imagery, a wide eld-of-view (FOV), multihannel surround sound, et . [18℄.

An important rst step towards the realization
of immersive audio-visual appli ations is the ongoing
transition from the traditional, analog world of the
movie theater to the future digital inema [24℄. The
rapidly in reasing availability of high-end digital proje tors will soon enable feature lm reprodu tion in
2K and 4K as well as the display of live events in HD
quality. Some appli ations, however, will require even
larger aspe t ratios and higher resolutions than urrently supported by the DCI's (Digital Cinema Initiative) Digital Cinema System Spe i ation [4℄.
In this paper we present su h an appli ation. From
two high-resolution videos aptured with two ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital ameras, we reated
a 5016x1400 pel (5k) panorama of a football mat h
that provides the viewers with the feeling of a tually
wat hing the game from a good seat on the stands.
To show su h large-s ale panorami imagery, we developed a modular, high-resolution multi-proje tion system that an be exibly on gured in terms of number
of proje tors as well as s reen layout [31℄.
This paper is organized as follows. At rst, Se tion 2 provides an overview over related work. This
is followed by Se tion 3, where we des ribe the dualamera setup that was used to a quire our input imagery. Then, in Se tion 4, we explain the various image pro essing steps that are required for the reation
of the football panorama. Thereafter, our modular,
high-resolution multi-proje tion system is introdu ed
in Se tion 5. Finally, in Se tion 6, we on lude our
work and present some ideas for future dire tions of
resear h.

2. Related Work
Panorami video is based on mosai ing approa hes
originaly developed for use with still imagery [22, 29℄.
While su h stati panoramas have be ome quite popular sin e the introdu tion of Apple's Qui ktime VR format in 1995 [2℄, only a few works target the reation of
dynami high-resolution video panoramas. These are
often based on multiple ameras with spe ial opti s
that produ e a wide (or even omnidire tional) FOV.
For example, Pintari et al. [21℄ developed a system
with ve SDÆ ameras mounted on a paraboli mirror to
produ e 360 panorami videos with a total resolution
of 3520x480 pel. The japanese ompany Mega Vision
[20℄ ommer ialized a ustom-build lens system with
a maximum 90Æ horizontal opening angle that an be
operated with three o -the-shelf HD ameras resulting
in an aspe t ratio (AR) of up to 48:9 (3xHD).

3. Video A quisition
In order to be able to a quire moving imagery with
suÆ ient spatial resolution and a wide eld-of-view
(FOV), we aptured the football mat h with two ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital ameras (see Fig. 1
(a)) [1℄. At the heart of the D-20 is a single 6 million pixel CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiondu tor) sensor with a Bayer mask. As the CMOS
sensor hip has the same size as as a Super 35 mm lm
aperture, the D-20 an be used with the same lenses
as onventional 35 mm lm ameras. In our s enario,
we used 20 mm Ultra Prime lenses with a horizontal
opening angle of 62:8Æ.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. The equipment used for video a quisition: (a) ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital
amera from ARRI [1℄; (b) Mega ine portable
re ording and storage devi e.
While the D-20 an be used in Video Mode to output a progressive 1920x1080 pel 10bpp (bits/pel) HD
signal through single link HD-SDI (the debayering is
then done in real-time in the amera [26℄), we ran

our ameras in Film Mode to output the raw \Bayer
data" at a bit depth of 12bpp via dual link HD-SDI.
(The interleaved olor samples were later debayered to
a resolution of 2880x2160 pel using a higher quality
o line post pro essing algorithm.) The high-resolution
footage from ea h of the two D-20 ameras was saved to
a so- alled Mega ine, a portable re ording and storage
devi e developed by Fraunhofer IIS (see Fig. 1 (b)). It
ombines 16 notebook (3.5 in h) hard-disks in a ustomized RAID setup resulting in a total storage apa ity of 1 Terabyte { or, equivalently, a re ording time of
up to 50 minutes of raw \Bayer data" video.
Figure 2 visualizes in more detail our dual- amera
setup. The two ARRIFLEX D-20s were aligned over
ross su h that ea h amera aptured one side of the
football eld. The overlap between the two views was
about 10% (i.e., around 288 pel) leading to a total FOV
of approximately 119Æ. Although we tried to bring the
ameras as lose together as possible, our setup was not
perfe t be ause the enters of proje tion (nodal points)
of the left and right view ameras were not lo ated at
the exa t same point in 3D spa e (see also Se tion 4.2)
[27℄. The baseline b that resulted from the form fa tor
of the lenses was in the area of about 11-12 m.
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Figure 2. Dual- amera setup: (a) 3D visualization; (b) S hemati view showing the baseline b
of the system as well as the area of overlap.

For a better illustration, two aptured left and right
view images (after debayering and olor grading (see
Se tion 4.1)) are shown in Fig. 3.

4. Creation of Panoramas
To su essfully onstru t a high-quality panorama
from two or more individual images, two di erent types
of adjustments are typi ally required. The geometri
adjustments transform the input imagery into a joint
panorami image plane and they orre t for small parallax errors that an result from non-perfe t amera
setups. The photometri adjustments orre t for mismat hes in olor in order to generate smooth transitions between the registered views.

Figure 3. The left and right view images (after olor grading) with a spatial resolution of 2880x2160 pel.
4.1. Photometri

Adjustments

Image formation is related to several fa tors that
in uen e the s ene radian e re orded in a amera [14℄:

Due to produ tion toleran es
the spe tral sensitivity urves of the individual
ameras' imaging sensors might be slightly di erent leading to slight di eren es in olor rendition.

The term vignetting refers to a gradual redu tion of brightness in the image periphery
ompared to the image enter. In a high quality amera, this \illumination fall-o " is mostly
aused by the ombined e e t of natural and opti al vignetting, whi h are { to di erent degrees {
inherent to every lens design [10, 14℄.

This term refers to a hromati adjustment that an be performed by a digital amera to ensure that the obje t olors remain
invariant under di erent lighting onditions.
During our shootings we found that our two ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital ameras produ ed
suÆ iently photo onsistent imagery and that also vignetting wasn't a problem with the hosen aperture
sizes and lighting onditions. Thus, the only photometri operation that was required was a digital olor grading (using a 3D look-up table (3D-LUT) from ARRI)
to reate the desired `look' of the footage.
Color response.

Vignetting.

White balan ing.

4.2. Geometri

Adjustments

The spatial alignment of the left and right view images omprised the following pro essing steps:

In order to register both views into a
joint panorami image plane Ip , we rst de ned a \virtual" panorama amera that has the same enter of
proje tion (nodal point) Cp as the right amera, but
that is set-up parallel to the football eld with it's opti al axis pointing down the mid-line (see Fig. 5). The
relationship between the aptured right view and the
\virtual" panorami image an then be des ribed by
an 8-parameter planar perspe tive motion model (or
homography ) [27℄ that is de ned by the 3x3 matrix:
1
(1)
r!p = p r!p r ;
where r!p is the 3x3 rotation matrix that results
from the di erent viewing dire tions of the two ameras
and r , resp. p, are the intrinsi parameters of the
right, resp. the \virtual" panorama amera [33℄.1
To verti ally enter the s enary in the panorami image plane Ip , we applied an additional, \virtual" shift
sv to the amera's sensor target. With this, the total
transform of the right view image results to:
3
2
1
0
0
total = 40 1 s 5 
(2)
v
r!p :
r!p
0 0 1
Compared to a onventional amera tilt-down, the
\virtual" sensor shift has the advantage that verti al
s ene stru tures, su h as the goalposts, also appear verti al in the transformed panorama images (see Fig. 4).
In prin iple, we ould adjust the left view
in a way similar to the right view by \rotating" it into
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1 In general, the intrinsi amera parameters A ould be esr
timated using a suitable alibration te hnique (see e.g. [30, 34℄).
We simply approximated them from the ameras' sensor hip
spe i ations and the lens parameters (fo al length f ) assuming
that the opti al axis interse ts the image plane I in the enter
of the sensor target and that lens distortions are negle tible [33℄.

plane  is then dire tly proportional to the height P ?
of the point above the plane and inversely proportional
to its depth Z from the right view amera [15℄, i.e.:
 =
p

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Perspe tive appearan e of the right goal
in the panorama: (a) With a onventional amera
tilt-down; (b) With a \virtual" shift sv of the
amera's sensor target.
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where u is the fo al length (in pixel units) and b the
baseline between the left and right amera (see Fig. 5).
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the desired viewing dire tion, or { as it is mostly done
in state-of-the-art panorama reation software (see e.g.
[22, 29℄) { by estimating a global transform that minimizes a suitable error metri (e.g., the per-pixel olor
di eren e) within the overlap area of the two images.
However, due to the fa t that the nodal points Cl
and Cr of our two apturing ameras are not perfe tly
aligned in a ommon 3D point (see again Se tion 3),
we would experien e parallax artifa ts that would result in the per eption of double images (ghosting) and
blurred details in the overlapping s ene parts.
While su h parallax artifa ts annot be avoided
ompletely with our non-perfe t a quisition setup, we
an, however, ensure that no errors are reated in the
plane  de ned by the football eld, i.e., the area that
is of most interest for our appli ation. For doing so, we
rst try to determine a homography l!r that exa tly
transforms all eld points l in the left view into their
orresponding images r in the right view, i.e.:
~ r = l!r ~ l ;
(3)
where the tilde denotes the use of proje tive oordinates and the symbol = means \equal up to s ale" [9℄.
From Eq. (3), l!r an be estimated from four or
more point orresponden es using Hartley's well-known
8-point algorithm [8℄. In addition, we an use the fa t
that the sidelines l and r in the left and right views
must be aligned in the joint panorami view to yield
the additional onstraints [9℄:
~r = l!1r~l :
(4)
The resulting total transformation from the left view
to the joint panorami view an then be written as:
total = total
(5)
l!p
r!p l!r :
A ording to \plane + parallax" theory [15, 25℄ the
\residual parallax"  for a 3D point P outside the
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Figure 5. \Plane + parallax" on guration.
After the left and
right views have both been transformed into the joint
panorami image plane Ip, the remaining parallax errors  have to be orre ted in the left image before
blending. In prin iple, this orre tion would be required for all 3D points P that do not belong to the
plane  de ned by the football eld, i.e., for the stands,
for the roof of the stadium, for the video ube, et .
However, be ause the parallax errors are rather small
and, thus, do not lead to per eptible global perspe tive
distortions, we only need to ensure that orresponding
s ene parts mat h in the overlapping left and right image portions (i.e., in the later blending area).
We a hieve this by de ning a large re tangular pat h
that overs the whole grandstand (from down to the
eld up to the stadium roof) in the left view and by
orre ting this image se tion by means of a bilinear
transformation or bilinear mapping [7, 11, 32℄. Su h
mappings are most ommonly used in the eld of omputer graphi s (CG) for warping re tangles into general quadrilaterals. As shown in Fig. 6, they an be
omputed by rst linearly interpolating by fra tion
u^ 2 [0::1℄ along the top and bottom edges of the quadrilateral, and then by linearly interpolating by fra tion
v^ 2 [0::1℄ between the two interpolated points to yield
the destination point [11℄:
Parallax Error Corre tion.

p

= (1 u^)(1 v^) 1 + u^(1 v^) 2 + u^v^ 3 +(1 u^)^v 4 :
In the more general matrix notation this an also be
written as:

p
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p
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p =
v = [^uv^; u^; v^; 1℄ 4 g 5 ;
d h
where the eight matrix oeÆ ients a to h are
 

(7)

al ulated
from the four orner point orresponden es of Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Bilinear warp from sour e to destination
spa e. Equispa ed points are preserved on lines
that are horizontal or verti al in the sour e spa e
(after [11℄).
In ontrast to the well-known perspe tive mappings
(i.e., the proje tive transformations that are de ned
by a homography), bilinear warps have the interesting property that the forward transform from sour e
to destination spa e preserves lines that are horizontal or verti al in the sour e spa e { this follows from
the bilinear interpolation that is used to realize the
transformation [32℄ {, and that it preserves equidistantly spa ed points along su h lines. (On the other
hand, a bilinear warp does not preserve diagonal lines
whi h are mapped to quadrati urves in the destination spa e [11℄.) By slightly displa ing only the upper
right orner of the re tangle, we an thus orre t for
the verti ally in reasing parallax in the stands without
reating per eptible dis ontinuities at the bottom and
the left border of the sour e pat h.
Be ause the video ube, whi h is entered above the
ki k-o point in the middle of the stadium, is loser to
the apturing ameras and, thus, leads to larger parallax errors than the parts of the grandstand that are
equally far above the football eld, we need an additional, se ond bilinear transformation to also get rid of
the remaining small ghosting e e ts.
The results of our parallax error orre tion pro edure an be seen in Fig. 7. Without any orre tion (a),
the blending of the left and right views leads to annoying double ontours (ghosting) in the grandstand and,
even more onspi uous, in the video ube. By orre ting the left image with the des ribed bilinear mappings
(b), these artifa ts an be eliminated as far as possible.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Close-ups of the upper part of the
grandstand and the video ube: (a) Ghosting resulting from parallax errors; (b) After orre tion
of parallax errors using a bilinear mapping.
4.3. Results

The nal 5016x1400 pel (5k) football panorama is
shown in the upper part of Figure 8. The reprodu ed
perspe tive orresponds to what a spe tator would see
from a good seat on the height of the midline. In addition to the omplete eld, the stands are fully visible on
three sides of the ground, yielding a total eld-of-view
(FOV) of almost 100Æ. This very large viewing angle
as well as the possibility to see the rowds (in ombination with the original stadium sound) signi antly
ontribute to the feeling of being a tually `present' at
the mat h. The three lose-ups on the bottom of the
gure give an idea of the high amount of spatial detail
that is available in the panorami imagery.

5. 5k Proje tion
The display of 5016x1400 pel (5k) imagery is urrently not possible with even the most advan ed highend digital proje tors. (The Sony SXR-R110CE SXRD
proje tor o ers a horizontal resolution of 4096 pel (4k)
[28℄, state-of-the-art DLP [5℄ proje tors provide a resolution of 2048 pel (2k) horizontally). Su h ultrahigh resolutions an, however, be a hieved by stit hing together a number of lower resolution video frames
in order to yield a single image of ultra-high de nition. For this purpose, a s alable and modular multiproje tion system has been developed at Fraunhofer
HHI [31℄. The ore of this system is our so- alled
CineCard (see Fig. 9), a PCI plug-in ard that ontains
dedi ated hardware (e.g., for alpha blending, bla k
level adjustment, and olormetri orre tions) for providing seamless transitions between the individual subimages. In ontrast to other multi-proje tion on epts
(e.g., [16, 19℄), whi h often use lusters of PCs, where
ea h PC serves a single proje tor only, the CineCard
is able to ontrol up to four separate proje tors (with

Figure 8. The nal football panorama with a spatial resolution of 5016x1400 pel.
either four times XGA or two times HDTV (SXGA or
SXGA+) resolution) simultaneously yielding a highly
eÆ ient and ost-e e tive solution.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. CineCard developed at Fraunhofer HHI:
(a) PCI plug-in board; (b) System design.
The CineCard an be driven with either ompressed or un ompressed motion imagery. Un ompressed videos are grabbed from a Dual-Link DVI onne tor (either two SXGA, resp. SXGA+ streams with a
bit depth of 8bpp (bits/pel) or one stream with XGA

resolution and a bit depth of 16bpp), whereas ompressed videos are taken from an MPEG-2 transport
stream (either loaded from lo al disk via the PCI bus
or streamed from a LVDS SPI input) [12℄. In the latter
ase, the TS is demultiplexed and the resulting MPEG2 en oded video streams are de ompressed using two
onboard MPHL (Main Pro leHigh Layer) de oders
[13℄. Proje tor arrays of arbitrary size and on guration an be realized by as ading an unlimited number of CineCards. In this ase, pre ise syn hronization
between the individual video streams is a hieved by
means of a patented re overy of syn data from the
MPEG-2 transport layer.
For displaying our 5k football panoramas, we used
a on guration with ve Christie DS+8K proje tors,
ea h having a resolution of 1400x1050 pel (SXGA+)
[3℄, that were driven from three CineCards operated
in a single PC. The original 5016x1400 pel panorami
views were split into ve overlapping sub-images (in
lands ape mode) and en oded with MPEG-2 MPHL
at a bitrate of 25 Mbps ea h. The resulting MPEG2 elementary streams were then multiplexed into three
syn hronized MPEG-2 transport streams (two TS with
two videos and one with only a single video and the
a ompanying six- hannel surround sound).
The multi-proje tion system was presented to a sele ted audien e of journalists, inematographers, and

(a)

(b)
Figure 10. The presentation of the multi-proje tion system during the FIFA World Cup 2006 in Berlin: (a)
Proje tor setup (the mirrors enabled us to proje t in lands ape mode); (b) Spe tators view on the s reen.
industry professionals during the FIFA World Cup
2006 in a 600 seat CinemaxX movie theater in Berlin.
Pi tures of the proje tor setup and the spe tators view
on the s reen are shown in Fig. 10. The overall size
of the panorami 5k renditions was 20 m x 5.6 m, the
total light intensity was equal to 42,500 ANSI Lumens
(8,500 ANSI Lumens per individual proje tor).

6. Con lusions & Future Work
This paper des ribed an approa h for reating highresolution panoramas of sport events. In an examplary
football s enario, we used a dual- amera setup onsisting of two ARRIFLEX D-20 \ lm-style" digital ameras to apture both sides of the playing eld as well as
large parts of the stands. From these left and right view
images, we reated a joint panorami view with a resolution of 5016x1400 pel (5k) using sophisti ated image
pro essing algorithms. The generated football panoramas were s reened with our modular, high-resolution
multi-proje tion system in a lo al inema in Berlin dur-

ing the FIFA World Cup 2006.
For the future, we plan to automate some of the
image pro essing steps that urrently have to be initialized manually (e.g., the sele tion of point and line
orresponden es within the area of overlap or the orre tion of the residual parallax errors in the stands).
In addition, we would like to ombine our system with
state-of-the-art methods for sports analysis (e.g., for
ball and/or player tra king [6, 23℄) in order to further
enhan e the immersive viewing experien e with supplementary information su h as ball possession per team
or individual player statisti s.
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